Sequence pattern mining (SPM) seeks to find multiple items that commonly occur together in a specific order. One common assumption is that the relevant differences between items are captured through creating distinct items. In some domains, this leads to an exponential increase in the number of items. This paper presents a new SPM, Sequence Mining of Temporal Clusters (SMTC), that allows item differentiation through attribute variables for domains with large numbers of items. It also provides a new technique for addressing interleaving, a phenomena that occurs when two sequences occur simultaneously resulting in their items alternating. By first clustering items temporally and only focusing on sequences after the temporal clusters are established, it sidesteps the traditional interleaving issues. SMTC is evaluated on a digital forensics dataset, a domain with a large number of items and frequent interleaving. Its results are compared with Discontinuous Varied Order Sequence Mining (DVSM) with variables added (DVSM-V). By adding variables, both algorithms reduce the data by 96 percent, and identify 100 percent of the events while keeping the false positive rate below 0.03 percent. SMTC mines the data in 20 percent of the time it takes DVSM-V and provides a lower false positive rate even at higher similarity thresholds.
INTRODUCTION
T HE goal of sequence pattern mining (SPM) is to find multiple items that commonly occur together in a specific order. For example, if someone purchases a computer and printer, then they are likely to later purchase replacement ink cartridges and paper. It has been applied in domains as varied as market basket analysis [1] , natural languages [2] , biology [3] , elder care [4] , and digital forensics [5] .
In general, SPM algorithms either ignore item attributes or use them to define constraints a priori. For instance, there are algorithms [6] , [7] that might search for computer and printer purchases where the price of the computer is more than $1,000 and the price of the printer is less than $200. In these cases, the SPM items are the computer and printer and the attributes are the prices. In general, an attribute is a quality or feature of an item that is of interest. When the attribute does matter, either a separate item is created for each potential attribute value or only sequences whose items match the predefined constraint are found [8] , [9] .
At times, constraints are not known a priori. In these cases, it may be desirable to first define a range of constraints and then mine frequent sequences that contain all of those constraints. For instance, in the above example, it might be desirable to mine the set of purchases to find that computer prices fall into categories of under $200, between $200 and $600, $600 to $1500 and over $1500. Then, when mining for patterns, instances of all of these constraints can be captured. One issue that emerges is that if there are several attributes and each attribute has several constraints, creating items for each combination of attributes and constraints may become prohibitive.
An alternative to creating items for each combination of attributes and constraints is keeping a single item and embedding the attribute values within the item. For instance, in the digital forensics domain, it is desirable to have one item for copying files and another for printing files. A person might log into his computer, copy file 123. txt and then print it. The SPM items are copy and print, but it's important to associate the file 123.txt with those items. Then, it becomes possible to create a new item, CopyPrint, with file 123.txt as a value associated with attribute filename (whereas copying file 123.txt and printing file 456.txt wouldn't fit). For this paper, items that contain variable attribute values are called terms.
Sequence mining in the predicate logic domain [8] , [9] , where there are a small number of predefined items and interleaving is not an issue, has already addressed incorporating variables. This paper presents a new SPM, Sequence Mining of Temporal Clusters (SMTC), for domains with large numbers of items that are discovered during mining and where interleaving exists. SMTC also addresses interleaving in an innovative way by first clustering temporally close items and only creating sequences after the entire dataset is examined.
SMTC is tested on a digital forensics dataset, a domain that is very applicable to the issues that SMTC addresses. It is a domain with a large amount of data. Events occur every millisecond and the average computer contains in excess of a million files. In addition, with most computers having multiple processors, interleaving is also an issue. Using a virtual machine, the digital forensics dataset is constructed where the SPM items are the digital artifacts acquired during an incident response. The experiment tests if SMTC creates terms and sequences that can be used to create production rules to discover abstract human activities. It is compared against an existing SPM, Discontinuous Varied Order Sequence Mining (DVSM) [10] , that has been extended to include variable assignment of item attributes (DVSM-V) to measure SMTC's new method for addressing interleaving.
When SMTC and DVSM-V are applied to the constructed dataset, they generate sequences that result in a 96 percent reduction in the data. SMTC mines the sequences in approximately two minutes while DVSM-V takes approximately ten minutes. The terms and sequences generated are successfully used to create production rules for discovering instances of users starting Microsoft Office applications. Furthermore, when these production rules are applied to unseen data using a "leave one out" methodology, 100 percent of the instances of the user activity are discovered while the false positive rate remains below 0.030 percent. SMTC is shown to produce a slightly lower false positive rate at a higher similarity threshold, suggesting it slightly outperforms DVSM-V.
RELATED WORK
Aggrawal and Srikant [11] describe SPM as "Given a database of sequences, where each sequence consists of a list of transactions ordered by transaction time and each transaction is a set of items, sequential pattern mining is to discover all sequential patterns with a user-specified minimum support, where the support of a pattern is the number of data-sequences that contain the pattern." SPM algorithms fall into three main categories [12] . The first, Apriori-Based Algorithms, extend the original algorithms developed by Agrawal [13] . The second, Pattern Growth Algorithms, addresses Apriori's need for creating a large number of candidates during multiple passes through the dataset by creating a frequent pattern tree and then dividing the tree into a set of projected databases. Finally, the third type of algorithm, Temporal Sequence Mining Algorithms, mine datasets that are episodic in nature [14] where an episode is "a collection of events that occur relatively close to each other in a given partial order." Observe that while all three types of algorithms are appropriate to temporal data, i.e., data that is sequenced by a timestamp, the temporal sequence mining algorithms address a partial ordering, e.g., where an item may occur over a span of time that overlaps a span of time when a second and third item occur.
The general process the Apriori techniques use is to make multiple passes through a database of item. The first pass creates sequences of length 1 and stores the most frequent ones. The second pass extends the frequent length 1 patterns by one to length 2 patterns and stores the most frequent length 2 patterns. The process repeats until no new patterns are added.
Discontinuous Varied Order Sequential Miner (DVSM) [10] is a recent Apriori-based SPM algorithm applied to the activities of daily living (ADL) domain where activities are the items being mined for sequences. It proceeds sequentially through the dataset creating all possible sequences of size 1. It then saves those sequences it considers interesting, i.e.,
DLðDÞ
DLðaÞ þ DLðDjaÞ > C; (1) where C is the minimum amount the dataset must be reduced by subsituting a symbol for the sequence a, D is the dataset, a is a potential sequence and DL is the number of bytes to encode the sequence. It then looks at all of the interesting sequences and creates sequences of size 2 based on the items that occurred immediately preceding and following the size-1 sequences. Once it has created all of these size-2 sequences, it again removes all but those it considers interesting. This process repeats either until it does not consider any sequences of the new length interesting or until it reaches a previously defined maximum length. The algorithm concludes by producing sequences for all of the interesting sequences of size 2 or more. DVSM handles two issues that arise when looking for sequences. The first is that the order that items occur within a sequence changes (e.g., one time when making a sandwich, they get a knife out first and the next time, they get the bread out first). The second is interleaving. Interleaving occurs when two sequences of items occur simultaneously (e.g., setting the table and fixing breakfast). DVSM handles both of these with sequence categorization. DVSM groups similar sequences together using the CLUSEQ algorithm [15] and the Levenshtein edit distance [16] to measure similarity. Frequency is based on the minimum description length [17] which argues that the best description of a data set is the one that maximally compresses it. One assumption that DVSM makes is that item attributes can be safely ignored.
SPM Algorithms that do handle item attributes through the use of variables include SeqLog [8] and MiTempP [9] . Lee and Raedt [8] created SeqLog as a logical language that handles sequences of logical atoms with variables attached to them. Lattner et al. [9] extend this work with MiTempP which handles temporal data. Both SeqLog (and its associated algorithm, MineSeqLog) and MiTempP are designed to work in domains where there are a small number of items that are defined a priori and where interleaving is not an issue. To the best of our knowledge, no SPM approach handles large numbers of items, item discovery during mining, interleaving, and variables. Observe that there are algorithms that mine for sequences subject to constraints [6] , [7] . These algorithms constrain the sequences they find based on item attributes. However, this differs from the current work in that these Constraint Frequent Set Queries search for sequences where the constraints are defined a priori. The current work searches for sequences where the constraints are defined as part of the mining process.
Attaching Variables to SPM Algorithms
A variable is a symbol that may assume a given value subject to specified constraints and a term is an SPM item that contains one or more variables. Variables provide receptacles for attributes of mined sequences without the need to change the SPM algorithm itself. For instance consider a sequence of computer component purchases where if a customer purchases a memory card and storage, about 15 percent of the time he later purchases a video card (e.g., S2 ¼ memory + storage + video card). That may be statistically significant, but does it merit targeted advertising? If a price attribute is added to each item, then analysis of the mined sequences may show that when the price of the memory card and storage are both above $100, the purchase of the video card occurs 80 percent of the time. Using variables as a receptacle to store attribute values allows better analysis of the mined sequences.
Conditional variables are variables that may only take on a subset of values. For instance, a; b; and c may only take on rational values between $0.01 and $100.00. Any time these variables are associated with a term the value of the attributes that the variables are assigned to will be within the constrained space. Within the term, the relationship between the variable, attribute and value is called a cross reference. Conditional variables enable sequences based on the values of the attributes. In the previous example, variables enable sequences like memory(price > $100Þ + storage(price > $100Þ + video card. In this case, when the SPM mines a sequence, it passes it off to a variable attachment algorithm for further processing. The result is that sequences that have the same items (e.g., S1 = memory + storage + video card) may become sequences with different terms after variable attachment (e.g., S2ðp; qjp; q > 100Þ = memory(p) + storage(q) + video card and S2ðc; djc < 50; d < 80Þ = memory(c) + storage(d) + video card). For consistency sake, the variable attachment algorithm pre-defines variables with different constraints (e.g., p and q are constrained to always be greater than 100, while c is always less than 50 and d is always less than 80). Thus, whenever these variables are assigned to attributes, it is clear what the constraints for those attributes are.
While the previous examples have been restricted to a single attribute, attaching variables to SPM generalizes to multiple attributes. For instance, rather than limiting the attributes of the memory, storage and video card items to price, an additional attribute of size can be added. Perhaps it is not the price of memory and storage that is influencing whether video cards are part of the sequence but rather the size of memory and storage. Or, perhaps by adding in a variable with the size attribute to the video card, we can find an additional relationship between the price of memory and storage and the size of the video card. For simplicity, the remainder of this paper focuses on items with a single attribute that can have a variable number of values; however, everything discussed generalizes to multiple attributes without loss of generality.
As shown in Fig. 1 , sequence mining of terms takes several steps. First the sequence of terms is identified. Then the number of variables needed is determined by considering the different attribute values in the different terms. Next, variables are assigned to the different values based on the categories the values fall into. Finally, the sequence with the variables assigned is fed back to the SPM for further processing. Observe that in Fig. 1 that sequence S 1 is transformed into sequence S 1ða;fÞ . In other words, different instances of the same sequence of terms may transform into different sequences (e.g., S 1ða;fÞ , S 1ða;bÞ , or S 1ðfÞ based on the number and types of different values the attributes of those terms have.
Sequence Pattern Mining with Variables can handle mining sequences of terms where the terms are themselves sequences. Consider a sequence A; B; C. A might be mem-ory1 ($120), B might be memory2 ($123) + memory3 ($130) + memory4($127), and C might be memory1 ($120) + storage1($150) + video2($124). A is a simple term. B is a loop, a single term with a list of values assigned to a single variable, and C is a sequence of terms, each with one or more variables. The process described in Fig. 1 becomes more involved. As shown in Algorithm 1, there are now three possibilities when considering a term (i.e., simple terms, loops, and sequences). Loops are handled like simple terms except that there is no attempt to find other terms in the sequence with the same list of values. Finally, there are sequences, a term that is itself a sequence of terms that already has a list of variable assignments. As shown in Fig. 2 , these variable assignments need to be combined with the variable assignments for the other items in the sequence. When the same value has already been assigned to a different variable, a cross reference between the new variable and the old variable needs to be made for traceability. When the variable assignments for a sequence is completed, it has the same structure whether it contains sequences or not. The only difference is the cross reference used for traceability. 
ABSTRACTION WITH VARIABLES
Sequence pattern mining can be done iteratively. In this case, after each iteration of SPM, the "interesting" mined sequences in the dataset are replaced with a single term, either a sequence or loop, that represents the sequence. The result of iterative SPM, also known as abstraction, is a smaller sequence of terms that more compactly describes the dataset. Abstraction is done in two steps. First, the entire dataset is processed for sequences and then a second time for loops (i.e., sequences of terms where the items are all the same but the attribute values vary).
One initial complication that arises when performing abstraction on sequences with variables concerns the distance measurement. A common algorithm for measuring the distance between two sequences is the Levenshtein edit distance [16] . This distance is a measure of how many changes must occur before one sequence is identical to the the other. Changes include inserting a term, deleting a term and replacing one term with another. When variables are added, the concept of replacing one term with another becomes more complex. If two terms are identical except for the constraints placed on the attributes (e.g., both terms are computer memory but one is memory with a price under $100 and the other is memory with a price over $100), are they "closer" than two terms that are different even without considering their attributes (e.g., memory versus storage). The general Levenshtein edit distance algorithm allows for a different costs for inserting, deleting, and swapping terms. When using it with sequences with variables, it needs to further allow for different costs if the only difference in the terms being swapped are variable constraints.
Sequence Mining of Temporal Clusters (SMTC)
While there are several SPM algorithms that handle interleaving, many handle it indirectly as part of determining whether a candidate sequence is a variation of a previously discovered one. Interleaving occurs when two or more sequences of terms occur simultaneously. For instance, if sequence 1 is ABBCD and sequence 2 is CBFFA then ACBBBCFFDA is an example of those two sequences interleaved. If ACBBBCFFDA is the only example of sequences 1 and 2, then it's impossible to mine them. However, if they occur frequently elsewhere as individual sequences where there isn't interleaving, it becomes possible to find them in ACBBBCFFDA.
A common method for decoupling interleaved sequences is to compare the sequence being examined with previously extracted sequences. If the sequence in question is "close enough" to a previously extracted sequence, then it is considered another example of the sequence. There are several methods for determining "closeness". One measurement of distance that is often used is the Levenshtein edit distance [16] . This determines the minimum number of simple edit operations necessary to transform one sequence to another. In the above example, transform ACBBBCFFDA into ABBCD or CBFFA would require five delete operations. Thus, the distance between the sequences is five. There are several issues with this. The first is determining what a reasonable threshold for closeness is. In the above example, five operations are required to transform ACBBBCFFDA into ABBCD and CBFFA (four if we can ignore the final or first characters respectively). Using that threshold would mean that sequence 1 and 2 are also the same sequence (since they can be transformed into each other with only 4 swap operations). One way around this issue is to put different costs on different types of operations (e.g., the delete operation costs 1 distance while the insert and swap operations cost 2). A second issue in separating interleaved sequences is that the same candidate sequence needs to be compared to every previously extracted sequence. For instance, it is not sufficient to simple transform ACBBBCFFDA into ABBCD; it needs to be transformed into ABBCD and CBFFA. Thus, once one sequence is extracted, the terms remaining in the candidate (i.e., the noise) needs to be examined again to see if there are more sequences hidden in it.
An alternative method for resolving interleaving is to focus first on what terms occur together. By first clustering terms that occur close together, we avoid several complications. First, there is no need to worry about the order of terms varying (e.g., one time when making a sandwich, they get a knife out first and the next time, they get the bread out first). Terms are first considered without order, only as temporally close sets. Second, since temporally close terms are first placed in clusters, there is no concept of interleaving. Each time two or more temporally close terms occur, all possible subsets of those terms are placed in clusters. For instance, if v 1 ; v 2 and v 3 occur temporally close together, the subsets fv 1 g; fv 2 g; fv 3 g; fv 1 ; v 2 g; fv 1 ; v 3 g; fv 2 ; v 3 g; and fv 1 ; v 2 v 2 ; v 3 g are all created. Then the existing set of clusters is checked to see if these subsets already exist. If they do, the new instance of the subset is added to the cluster. In this way, once the entire dataset has been examined, the resulting clusters are free from interleaving. Any cluster that exceeds a threshold (discussed below) is considered interesting. Only after the clusters have been created and the uninteresting ones removed is sequencing considered (discussed below).
Sequence Mining of Temporal Clusters (SMTC) is based on this second option for resolving interleaving. There are two implementation decisions to be considered when implementing the SMTC class of sequence pattern mining algorithms. The first is how are interesting clusters determined. For this implementation, the score used is occurrencesðCÞ Ã jCj variableCountðCÞÃ ;
(
where occurrencesðCÞ is the number of times this cluster of terms occurs in the dataset, variableCountðCÞ is the number of distinct variables in C, and is a user specified weighting.
Observe that using a different formula, e.g., Equation (1), doesn't change the SMTC class of algorithms at all. The second implementation decision is how to determine the optimal sequence for a given cluster. In this implementation, the sequence that occurred most frequently in the dataset (i.e., the mode) is considered the representative sequence for the cluster. However, other choices can be made (e.g., using the median sequence) without changing the SMTC class of algorithms. Algorithm 2 shows the SMTC class of algorithms. The Workspace is an ordered subset of the terms in a dataset that is currently being examined by an SPM.
Algorithm 2. Sequence Mining of Temporal Clusters (SMTC) 1: Input 2: D -the dataset -a sequence of terms 3: M S -maximum terms in a sequence 4: M t -maximum workspace time lag 5: -the weight of more variables in a sequence 6: threshold -the minimum score necessary for a 7: sequence to be interesting 8: Output 9: s i -a generated sequence and all its instantiations in D 10:
of it 11: S -the set of generated sequences, S s i 12:
. . . ; t n 2 D: getTerms() 14:
S D.getSequences() 15: Variables 16: t -the current term 17: W -the workspace -the subset of D being examined 18: w i -the ith entry in the workspace 19: P -the power set generated by W where each 20:
p 2 P has all its instantiations attached 21: C -the set of clusters. For c 2 C, c is an 22:
unordered set, but the instantiations 23:
attached to c are ordered as in D 24: distanceðx; yÞ -the temporal distance between x and y 25: There are several parameters associated with SMTC. The first parameter is the maximum number of terms in the workspace which is determined by considering how big of a power set the machine SMTC is executed on can handle. The second parameter is a weight term for the number of different variables in a sequence. Consider two sequences, S1 ¼ aðprice 2 ð0; 100ÞÞ þ bðprice 2 ð0; 100ÞÞ þ cðprice 2 ð101; 200ÞÞ þ aðprice 2 ð101; 200ÞÞ þ bðprice 2 ð101; 200ÞÞ and S2 ¼ aðprice 2 ð0; 100ÞÞ þ bðprice 2 ð101; 200ÞÞ þ cðprice 2 ð201; 300ÞÞ þ aðprice 2 ð301; 400ÞÞþ bðprice 2 ð401; 500ÞÞ. If these two sequences occur the same number of times, then S1 would be preferred over S2 because it contains fewer variables (e.g., price 2 ð0; 100Þ and price 2 ð101; 200Þ versus price 2 ð0; 100Þ, price 2 ð101; 200Þ, price 2 ð201; 300Þ, price 2 ð301; 400Þ, and price 2 ð401; 500Þ ). The remaining parameters are the maximum time lag for terms to be considered temporally close and the threshold score for SMTC to keep a cluster of terms. Finally, in Algorithm 2, an instantiation of a sequence is one of its location within the dataset. For instance, if sequence S1 occurs as items 3 through 7, items 87 through 91, items 118 through 122, and items 156 to 160, then it has four instantiations, ð3; 7Þ, ð87; 91Þ, ð118; 122Þ; and ð156; 160Þ.
APPLICATION DOMAIN AND DATASET
A domain that includes large numbers of items, interleaving, and variables is Digital Forensics. Digital forensics is the "discipline that combines elements of law and computer science to collect and analyze data from computer systems, networks, wireless communications, and storage devices in a way that is admissible as evidence in a court of law" [18] . A digital artifact is a digital trace found on digital media that is of evidentiary interest. Digital artifacts serve several purposes, including as a record of a change to the digital media and as a record of the digital items on the digital media. For the purpose of this research, we are concerned with digital artifacts that contain temporal information. For instance, in the Windows NT Master File Table ( MFT), each file stored on digital media has additional information stored with it that includes the time the file was created, the last time it was modified, the last time it was accessed, and the last time its meta information was changed. Beyond the MFT, there is a large amount of temporal information available on a digital device. Office automation applications in Microsoft Windows keep track of the most recently used files in the Windows Registry to improve user productivity. Web browsers keep track of the websites visited and the files downloaded in web logs. And the operating system keeps track of important system events like user logins in the Microsoft Windows Event Log and active processes.
In the digital forensics domain, we are interested in discovering user activities. These activities appear in the data as sequences of digital artifacts (i.e., an SPM item). While most of the issues with applying sequence pattern mining to digital forensic data are the same as applying it to activities of daily living (e.g., interleaving, items occurring in different orders), there is one specific to computer data. Digital forensics contains a large number of items. For instance, the researcher's computer contains a 465 gigabyte hard drive with over 1.5 million files. It is unrealistic to create separate items for each action (e.g., create, access, download, etc.) performed on each file. Instead, the names of the files, registry keys, etc. must be considered attributes of a much smaller number of common items. Incorporating variables into SPM is one method for handling this.
Previous Work in Digital Forensics
A common requirement in Digital Forensics is to summarize activities that occurred on a digital device [19] . Early work on this problem used pre-installed sensors [20] and then mined the resulting data. While research involving pre-installed sensors continues [21] , [22] , there is also now research without them [5] , [23] . This is important for applying digital forensics to non-corporate crimes, especially those that are non-digital. Both Zeitline [23] and Python Digital Forensic Timeline (PyDFT) [5] extract low level events and allow manual combination of these events into higher-level events. PyDFT does this with rules manually created by subject matter experts. [24] create a new comprehensive system, ParFor (Parallax Forensics) which includes extraction and uses forward chaining inference rules to develop abstractions. This previous work either deals with specific low level sequences of activities or involves significant effort by subject matter experts to create the sequences of activities, i.e., the rules. The current research endeavors to automate the creation of these sequences for more abstract user activities.
The Dataset
The dataset used in this research is constructed from a collection of virtual machine snapshots created in a controlled environment with Microsoft Windows 10 and Office 2013 installed to create the terms and sequences for Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft PowerPoint. Table 1 is a summary of the five use cases and the five to eight scenarios for each. When performing each scenario, there are several guidelines. First, after starting the virtual machine, the examiner waits 30 minutes before performing the first step of the scenario. The second is that there is at least a two minute delay between each step in the scenario. Both of these guidelines are to minimize the chances of the operating system running background processes that will complicate generating the grammar. Once the images have been created, the master file table (MFT), along with the files shown in Table 2 , are extracted and used to create the dataset. Each scenario takes approximately 90 minutes to create and extract the data from and another 90 minutes to load into a database for use. A separate database is used for each use case and all scenarios for a single use case are in the same database. To discover what these constraints are, the experiment begins by an exhaustive examination of the number of times each subset of words occur in the dataset (e.g., how many times c:/, c:/Users, c:/Users/ user, c:/.*/user, etc) occurs. The number of occurrences is multiplied by the number of words in the subset to arrive at a value for subset. A threshold is then set and all subsets with a value above that threshold are included as constraints.
Different numbers of constraints were tested and when the number rose above 800, the processing time was too long. In the digital forensics domain, there are large number of sequences where adjacent terms are multiple actions on the same digital artifact (e.g., creating a file, accessing it and then changing its meta-information). More generally, there are a large number of sequences where adjacent terms have attributes with the same attribute values. Single Object Sequence and Loop Abstraction (SOSLA) is a greedy algorithm that creates sequences based on adjacent terms with the same attribute values. All possible sequences where adjacent terms have the same attribute values (single object sequences) are created, e.g., S1 ¼ createðfileName 1 Þ þ modifyðfileName 1 Þþ accessðfileName 1 Þ þ changeMetaInformationðfileName 1 Þ and S2 ¼ createðfileName 1 Þ þ accessðfileName1Þ where create, modify, access, and changeMetaInformation are items and fileName1 is a variable. Given its simplicity, pseudocode for the algorithm is not shown. As shown in Fig. 3 , the process begins by applying SOSLA to the extracted digital artifacts. Once SOSLA has created its single-object sequences, the initial dataset is abstracted using those sequences. Next, two copies of the resulting abstracted dataset are created.
SMTC is applied to one copy of the abstracted dataset and DVSM [10] with variables is applied to the other. As shown in Fig. 1 , to extend DVSM to include variables (DVSM-V), a hook is added in the DVSM algorithm after a sequence is identified that calls the Variable Attachment algorithm (algorithm 1). The Variable Attachment algorithm inspects the particular instantiation of the candidate sequence and assigns variables to it based on the variable constraints. It then returns to DVSM the sequence identifier tied to that sequence of items with those variables assigned. DVSM then continues its normal processing.
For both SMTC and DVSM-V, there are several parameters. There is a maximum size sequence that is considered. During testing of SOSLA, it was shown that no single term sequence was ever larger than eight terms and thus a maximum size of eight was used. For SMTC and DVSM-V, the constraints of the machine used to abstract the data limits us to a maximum sequence size of thirty and six respectively. The six term limitation for SMTC has resulted in it being run twice for a total maximum sequence size of thirty-six.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the terms and sequences are applied to items at a specific level of abstraction to create items at a higher abstraction level as well as traceability back to the original items, terms and sequences. The result of applying these algorithms to the dataset are shown in Tables 3 and 4 . Both SMTC and DVSM-V show a 96 percent reduction in the number of items. Despite the dataset's size, both algorithms are able to quickly mine it. However, while DVSM-V takes ten minutes to mine the dataset, SMTC only takes one minute. Even accounting for the fact that SMTC is run twice, this is still an 80 percent reduction in elapsed time.
Once the dataset has been sufficiently abstracted, the final step is creating a set of production rules that describe starting the appropriate application (e.g., MS Word, MS PowerPoint, MS Excel). First, the sequence of terms for each scenario is extracted by using the detailed times recorded during creating the use cases of when the application begins loading and when it finishes loading. The activities bookended by these times are all considered to be part of starting the application. As an example, Tables 5 and 6 show the terms and sequences involved in starting Microsoft Word and Table 7 shows how they combine for the different scenarios. For instance, to start Microsoft Word, UC1a begins with sequence 667 which modifies and changes the meta information of a file in the /Windows directory. The next item in the sequence, term 230, modifies a registry key that has the name "Windows" in it followed by term 112 which modifies a registry key whose name can be anything. While these constraints suggest very loosely defined names, when the data is examined, the names show much more consistency. For instance, for all use cases, the initial instantiation of sequence 667 always has a file name constraint of^. */Windows/Prefetch/DLLHOST.EXE.*$ associated with it and the initial instantiation of term 230 always has a registry key name constraint of^ntuser.dat/SOFTWARE/ Microsoft/Windows/ CurrentVersion/Explorer/ UserAssist/.*$. The reason for the looser constraints is the initial mining of constraints. To keep the number of name constraints under 800 for the entire dataset, only looser constraints were kept. Even with these loose constraints, the number of terms and sequences that are in the sequence for starting the Microsoft applications result in a low number of false positives. However, to provide greater understandability to subject matter experts, additional constraints could be manually added in specific cases and the terms in the sequences manually replaced with new terms that use these constraints. Finally, there are several sequences (e.g., S735, S754, S757, etc.) that seem to perform the Create, Modify, Access, Change on the same file twice. In reality, this is part of establishing exclusive access to the file (and is actually the file and a lock file with a similar name).
Once the sequences for each scenario of a given use case are extracted, they are consolidated into a single set of production rules. Table 8 shows a subset of the production rules generated after the sequences in Table 7 are consolidated where rule S is the starting rule. This particular subset are the rules that fire when a sequence matching UC1a is encountered. Table 9 then shows an example of those production rules firing to generate the sequence for scenario UC1A. There are three cases where a specific scenario for a specific use case produced so few (three -five) terms and sequences that it was excluded. Once the terms and sequences are generated from the Use Case dataset, they are then tested using a "leave one out" technique to see how well they generalize to new data. Each use case is composed of between six and eight scenarios. For each use case, N tests are done where N is the number of scenarios. For each test, one scenario is left out when the production rules are generated. Then the production rules are tested on that scenario to see if the actual user activity (e.g., starting Microsoft Word) is found and if the production rules find any other instances of the user activity. These are called true positives and false positives respectively. If the true positive is missed, this is called a false negative. The similarity threshold is the maximum number of edit operations needed using the Levenshtein edit distance to transform one sequence into the other. The threshold was set empirically to ensure that there are no false negatives.
As can be seen in Tables 10 and 11 , the similarity threshold was consistent at between 2 and 4 edit operations. This threshold enabled all user activities to be identified while keeping the false positives low. To put the number of false positives in context, each scenario has over 100,000 events. That means that the number of false positives could be as high as 100,000 (assuming each event is the first event in exactly one sequence). Thus, 30 false positives is equivalent to a false positive rate of no more than 0.03 percent.
The highest number of false positives for a specific scenario was 29 which is sufficiently low to allow a digital forensic examiner to perform their work efficiently. 29 false positives results in a maximum false positive rate of 0.03 percent. However, the average false positive rate is 0.0079 percent for SMTC and 0.0104 percent for DVSM-V. While setting the similarity threshold to guarantee all positive instances are found prevents us from knowing how well the algorithm generalizes to previously unseen data, the fact that in all cases, a threshold of 4 is sufficient suggests that a similar threshold will likely work for new datasets.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The Variable Attachment algorithm discussed is the first attempt at attaching items to sequence pattern mining (SPM) algorithms in domains with large numbers of items discovered during SPM where interleaving exists. Sequence Mining of Temporal Clusters (SMTC) is a new perspective on SPM that focuses on resolving interleaving at the expense of either pattern size or number of passes through the dataset. The utility of variable attachment has been shown by applying SMTC and DVSM-V to the a constructed dataset in the digital forensics domain. Applying these algorithms to a constructed dataset results in a 96 percent reduction in the number of terms and the creation of production rules for recognizing user activities. When those production rules are tested using a "leave one out" methodology and the similarity threshold is set to ensure the true positive rate is 100 percent, the false positive rate is kept below 0.03 percent, with SMTC having a lower average false positive rate. Furthermore, SMTC mines the data in 10 percent of the time that it takes DVSM-V. Even taking into account that SMTC must mine the data twice, due to its restricted maximum sequence size, this is still an 80 percent reduction in elapsed time.
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